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1.0

INTRODUCTION
1.1

This Landscape and Visual Assessment has been prepared by Mary Monzingo,
Landscape Architect, to accompany the application for a plan change to rezone
land at Whareroa North from “Rural” to “Residential” and to secure a District
Plan framework to enable residential subdivision of the land in accordance with
a specific concept plan.

1.2

The plan change process is concerned with whether or not the proposal
(including the new Plan provisions proposed) is the most appropriate way to
achieve the purpose of the Resource Management Act 1991, and in this case
taking into account the District Plan and the “Southern Settlement Structure
Plan” (SSSP).

1.3

This assessment considers whether there are potential landscape and visual
issues that are of such significance, in terms of the concept plan which is
proposed to be facilitated by changes to the District Plan, that the land should
not be rezoned, or whether addressing the range of potential landscape and
visual issues can be left to the resource consent stage.

1.4

This assessment comprises of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Introduction
Background
The Land and Locality
The existing Whareroa Village
The Visual and Landscape Context
The Plan Change Proposal
Visibility of the Land
Potential Adverse Landscape and Visual Effects and recommendations to
address potential adverse effects
9. District Plan Policy Framework
10. Purpose and Principles of the Act
11. Conclusion
1.5 The plan change application relates to land (the land) on the plateau to the
north of Whareroa Stream and Whareroa Village. The location of the land is
shown in the aerial photograph in Appendix 1.
2.0

BACKGROUND
2.1

Whareroa is a holiday village located on the western shore of Lake Taupō.
Whareroa Village has been developed in stages by The Proprietors of
Hauhungaroa No 6, which has long planned for residential development on
both the south and north sides of Whareroa Stream.

2.2

The District Plan identifies Whareroa North as a location for future
residential development. The SSSP was adopted by the Taupō District
Council (TDC) in May 2013 and provides for the residential development of
Whareroa North. The District Plan requires that the area be developed in
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accordance with a structure plan, implemented via a private plan change to
rezone the land.

3.0

2.3

The purpose of the plan change is to provide for serviced residential
development at Whareroa North consistent with the Taupō District Plan and
the SSSP, and which considers the nature of the land, the proximity to the
existing Whareroa village, and the natural and landscape values of the area.

2.4

The plan on page 51 of the SSSP identifies elements of the Whareroa North
growth area. This plan is contained in Appendix 2. The plan includes a
“possible road crossing” connecting to the existing road network on the
southern side of Whareroa Stream, as well as areas of the site considered
suitable for some form of future growth. The latter are shown as “Whareroa
Future Growth Area 1” (the red hatched area, being pasture and
regenerating scrub, on the plan) and “Whareroa Future Growth Area 2” (the
blue hatched area on the plan). Area 2 (the blue hatched area) is within a
“Significant Natural Area” (SNA) and/or an “Outstanding Landscape Area’
(OLA) in the District Plan, whereas Area 1 is not. A plan showing the
boundaries of the OLA and SNA is in Appendix 3.

2.5

After the 2013 SSSP was adopted The Proprietors of the Hauhungaroa No 6
decided not to pursue residential sites within the area identified as having
significant natural and/or landscape values, and instead has sought to utilise
additional farmland to the west. Accordingly, the Plan Change Proposal
provides for residential development further to the west and outside of the
blue hatched Significant Natural Area and/or Outstanding Landscape Area.

THE LAND AND LOCALITY
3.1

The 14.63ha land is currently grazed pasture (12.63 ha) and an area of scrub
(approximately 2 ha), consisting of bracken and shrubs, adjacent to the northeastern corner of the pasture.

3.2

The land generally slopes to the east towards Lake Taupō, except for an area
that contains a roughly south facing depression that slopes south towards the
Whareroa Stream.

3.3

The area surrounding the land includes:
• To the north is multiply owned Maori land that is covered in scrub;
• To the west is Whareroa Station, on which mānuka has been planted on
approximately 600 hectares located at the eastern end of the farm;
• To the east is a continuation of the plateau that ends in an escarpment that
drops approximately 23 metres to the shoreline of Lake Taupō below;
• To the south is an escarpment that drops steeply to the Whareroa Stream.

3.4

A Local Purpose (Esplanade) Reserve, vested in the Taupō District Council, is
located along the eastern edge of the plateau and contains the escarpment.

3.5

The plateau, excluding the land, and the Local Purpose Reserve is covered in
indigenous vegetation, consisting of fivefinger and kanuka scrub forest.
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4.0

THE EXISTING WHAREROA VILLAGE
4.1

The existing Whareroa Village and the area to the north of the Whareroa
Stream, onto which the village is expected to extend, was separated from
the Whareroa Station over 30 years ago to facilitate the development of the
village.

4.2

The existing village is located on a gentle ridge, that extends from the
northern portion of Mount Rangitukua, and on the lower lying area adjacent
to the Whareroa Stream.

4.3

The village has views of rural and undeveloped scrub and plantation forestry
land to the north and views of the lake to the east, north east and south east.

4.4

The existing village comprise 202 residential sections, of which
approximately 171 have dwellings on them. It also contains 6.9 hectares of
esplanade reserves and extensive community reserves integrated within the
village. The lake edge esplanade reserve (approximately 5 ha) contain a boat
ramp and associated jetty, carpark and a toilet block and provides lake access
and lakeside open space. The community reserves are largely located on the
steeper areas within the village, are generally well planted and contain a
network of paths that facilitate pedestrian access within the village.

4.5

The lake edge esplanade reserves contain a boat ramp and associated jetty,
carpark and a toilet block and provides lake access and lakeside open space.
The community reserves are largely located on the steeper areas within the
village, are generally well planted and contain a network of paths that
facilitate pedestrian access within the village.

4.6

I understand that there was little significant vegetation within the area of the
existing village before it was developed. Planted vegetation within the village
is only starting to become visually significant.

4.7

When viewed from Lake Taupō the existing Whareroa Village and the
buildings near the Poukura Marae are visible. However, the visibility of these
buildings is limited by topography, when viewed from the west.

4.8

No restrictions on the exterior colours were imposed on buildings in the
existing village and many of the dwellings are finished in lighter colours that
contrast highly with the colours of the surrounding landscape.

4.9

The existing Whareroa Village is zoned “Residential Environment”.
Dwellings there are subject to maximum height limits of generally between
5 and 7.5 metres. Other performance standards which apply to general
residential development throughout the District apply to the properties in
Whareroa Village.
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5.0

6.0

THE LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL CONTEXT
5.1

The southwestern part of the Taupō district exhibits a high degree of natural
character because of the indigenous vegetation growing along the Lake
margins and the predominantly pastoral land use.

5.2

The southwestern lakeshore settlements of Pukawa, Omori, Kuratau and
Whareroa cater for traditional holiday homes but some of these settlements
are increasingly becoming home to more permanent residents. Much of the
character that defines these settlements results from their small and
compact nature and isolated lakeside locations. Pukawa and Kuratau also
derive much of their character from their bush settings.

5.3

The bush-clad Rangitukua Scenic Reserve is located to the immediate south
of the village and visually dominates the landscape in the vicinity. Its
distinctive cliffs provide spectacular views from the lake and portions of the
village.

5.4

The access to the Whareroa Village is through pastoral farmland, from State
Highway 32, Western Access Road.

THE PLAN CHANGE PROPOSAL
6.1

The Plan Change seeks to:
•
•

•

•
6.2

rezone the land from Rural Environment to Residential Environment,
lock in a concept plan that includes the staged development of between
140 and 160 residential lots located outside of areas identified in the
District Plan as having natural and/or landscape values;
leave unchanged the District Plan Provisions which manage effects of
indigenous vegetation clearance, structures and earthworks, associated
with construction of road and services on land identified as having
natural and/or landscape values; and
amend the wording of the relevant District Plan rules to ensure the
subsequent subdivision consent process reflect the concept plan.

The Whareroa North Residential Concept and Staging Plan, contained in
Appendix 4, provides for:
•
•

•

•

Access from the south via the existing road reserve;
A bridge across the Whareroa Stream and road up the escarpment and
across the plateau, through indigenous vegetation, to the development
area;
Five stages of subdivision in the 14.63 hectare development area (which
is mainly farmland also contains about 2 hectares of regenerating scrub
at the eastern end);
Between 140 and 160 residential sections;
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•
•

•

Sections sizes between 500 and 1,100 square metres with the majority
between 600 and 750 square metres;
Pedestrian access provided by footpaths along the public roads,
walkways through indigenous vegetation and reserves and the new
access road above the bridge crossing; and
A ten-metre-wide protected planted buffer to the west on Whareroa
Station (in addition to or replacing the existing manuka planting) and
gated access to the Station.

6.3

The Plan Change proposes the following amendments to the District Plan:
• Amended District Plan Map C29 showing proposed “Residential
Environment” zone applied to that 14.63 ha area of land identified on
the Plan Map as “Whareroa North”. The remainder of the property,
including the access route from Whareroa Road will retain the current
“Rural Environment” zoning;
• Amend District Plan “Section 3a: Objectives and Policies – Residential
Environment” which provides policy support for the Residential
Environment (including, by the Plan Change, at Whareroa North in
accordance with the Whareroa North Residential Concept Plan).
Specifically, the following amendments are proposed:
➢ “Explanation” section at page 4: inserting a new reference to
Whareroa North and to the Southern Settlements Structure Plan at
paragraphs 3 and 4;
➢ Inserting a new Anticipated Environmental Outcome 3a.5vi:
“Development of the Residential Environment at Whareroa North
which is consistent with Appendix 8”;
• Amend District Plan “Section 4a: Rules and Standards – Residential
Environment” which provides for residential subdivision. In particular:
➢ Inserting a new Subdivision Rule 4a.3.1A - Controlled Activity status
for subdivision at Whareroa North which is in accordance with the
Whareroa North Residential Concept and Staging Plan at Appendix
8;
➢ Confirming that the matters of control listed below Rule 4a.3.2 also
apply to new Rule 4a.3.1A;
➢ Confirming that Subdivision Rule 4a.3.3 (being the restricted
discretionary activity rule for subdivision which involves extension
of public roads or services) does not apply to subdivision at
Whareroa North which is in accordance with Appendix 8;
• New Appendix 8 being the Whareroa North Residential Concept and
Staging Plan.

6.4

Provided subdivision is in accordance with the concept plan, the amended
District Plan provisions proposed provide for residential subdivision at
Whareroa North as a Controlled Activity. District Plan residential subdivision
provisions already contain an extensive list of the matters over which Council
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reserves control. These will also apply, therefore, to residential subdivision of
the re-zoned land (provided the subdivision is consistent with the subdivision
concept and staging plan). These matters of control (and in relation to which
conditions of subdivision consent may be imposed) that are relevant to this
assessment include:
•
design and layout of the subdivision in relation to access onto existing
and proposed roads, suitable building platforms, and stormwater
management;
•
earthworks and vegetation removal;
•
effects on landscape and natural values areas; and
•
consent conditions in accordance with s108 and s220 of the RMA.

6.5

The amended District Plan provisions proposed by the Plan Change application
would result in any subdivision (which is not in accordance with the subdivision
concept and staging plan) falling to restricted discretionary activity status
(under Rule 4a.3.3). In that case Rule 4a.3.3 makes it clear that the same range
of matters (ie including those listed in paragraph 6.4 above) will apply when any
such application for subdivision consent is determined.

6.6

The proposed road and bridge connection between the southern side of the
Whareroa Stream and the proposed “Residential Environment” boundary is
over land currently zoned “Rural Environment” in the District Plan. This land is
also subject to Significant Natural Area (SNA) and Outstanding Landscape Area
(OLA) overlays. The current District Plan provisions (zoning, policy framework,
and rules) which apply to this area will remain unchanged by the proposed Plan
Change. In particular, any earthworks, vegetation removal, or structures
associated with the access road construction (and services) will continue to be
subject to the following District Plan rules:
•
For indigenous vegetation clearance within an SNA: District Plan Rules
4e.6.1 (permitted activity rule) and 4e.6.2 (restricted discretionary
activity rule) and including Assessment Criteria 4e.6.2 a) to g);
•
For structures in an OLA: District Plan Performance Standards (4b.1.1,
4b.1.2, 4b.1.3, 4b.1.4) and Rule 4b.2.7 (restricted discretionary activity);
•
For earthworks in an OLA: District Plan Rule 4b.2.8 (restricted
discretionary activity).

6.7

The effect of this existing (and to remain unaltered) District Plan framework is
that the access road (and associated vegetation clearance earthworks and
retaining structures) will require land use consent with restricted discretionary
activity status, at least.

6.8

Existing District Plan requirements which apply to activities in SNAs and OLAs
(including earthworks, structures and vegetation clearance), are not altered or
diminished by the Plan Change proposal.
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7.0

8.0

THE VISIBILITY OF THE LAND
7.1

In general terms the land is visible or partly visible from:
• portions of the existing Whareroa village and Whareroa Road;
• portions of Lake Taupō;
• higher ground to the north and west; and
• the eastern shore of Lake Taupō.

7.2

The visibility of the aspects of the proposed development are:
• The visibility of the bridge site will be limited by existing vegetation
(along the Whareroa Stream and on the escarpment) to areas of the
Whareroa Village;
• The road up the escarpment and the associated earthworks is likely to
be visible from portions of the Whareroa village and portions of Lake
Taupō;
• The road and associated vegetation clearance across the plateau to the
residential development area is likely to be visible from areas on Lake
Taupō and Whareroa Village; and
• The residential development will be visible from sections of Whareroa
Road and Whareroa Village and Lake Taupō.

POTENTIAL LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL EFFECTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO
ADDRESS POTENTIAL ADVERSE EFFECTS
8.1

The potential landscape and visual effects that may arise as a result of the
development at Whareroa North include effects arising from:
• construction and earthworks;
• the bridge;
• the road up the escarpment and through indigenous vegetation to the
area proposed to be developed for residential use; and
• the residential use, including buildings, roading and related
development.

8.2

The potential landscape and visual effects that may arise because of
construction are anticipated to be temporary, as long as earthworks are
managed to control dust and sediment and areas disturbed are stabilised
(such as through establishment is grass or suitable shrubs and trees)
immediately following construction.

8.3

The potential landscape and visual effects that may arise as a result of
earthworks will depend on how well they are integrated into the existing
landform and stabilised through appropriate planting following construction.

8.4

The potential landscape and visual effects that may arise as a result of the
bridge include landscape effects created through earthworks and visual
effects of the bridge structure. The design of the bridge and the reflectivity
of the surfaces of the bridge and mitigation planting can help to avoid,
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remedy or mitigate potential adverse landscape and visual effects arising
from the bridge.

9.0

8.5

The potential landscape and visual effects that may arise as a result of
roading to the proposed residential area would result mainly from
vegetation clearance. Limiting the width of the road (and thus vegetation
clearance) and mitigation planting following construction of the road can
help to avoid, remedy or mitigate potential adverse landscape and visual
effects arising from the road.

8.6

The potential landscape and visual effects that may arise as a result of
proposed residential development would be similar to those created by the
existing Whareroa Village when viewed from the surrounding landscape.
Limits on the reflectivity of exterior surfaces of buildings and fences would
help to avoid, remedy or mitigate potential adverse landscape and visual
effects arising from buildings and fences.

RELEVANT PLANNING DOCUMENTS
9.1 General
9.1.1

Statutory planning documents relevant to the proposed plan change include
the Operative Taupō District Plan (the District Plan) and the Waikato
Regional Policy Statement (WRPS). The relevant provisions of these are
discussed below in relation to the proposed Plan Change.

9.2 Taupō District Plan
Current Plan Provisions
9.2.1

The land is currently zoned “Rural Environment”. Parts of the area adjacent
to the land are also zoned “Rural Environment” and are included in
Outstanding Landscape Area (OLA) and Significant Natural Area (SNA)
overlays.

9.2.2

Section 7 of the Plan identifies OLA 60, Western Lake Taupō Bays (Waihi to
Whakaroa Peninsula, which includes Whareroa) and describes it as:
One of the most scenic and undeveloped parts of Lake Taupō. Very high level
of uniqueness and natural character.
Very high level of amenity and scenic qualities, characterised by sheer cliffs,
native vegetation and small secluded bays.
Very high sense of place for Taupō communities as forming an ‘untouched’
wilderness experience only accessible by boat.
The southern coastal margins of the south western bays is noted in tourist
brochures as less busy and rural scenic drive along the western side of Lake
Taupō. The lake margins include some highly valued rock climbing areas, such
as Whanganui Bay.
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Highly picturesque with pockets of native vegetation, shelter trees, and
distinctive white pumice rocky outcrops.
9.2.3

Section 7 of the Plan identifies OLA 20 (Lake Taupō) and describes it as:
Last eruption some 1800 years ago, creating a large caldera lake with a series
of bays, river tributaries, pumice beaches and sheer cliff edges. Tapuaehāruru
Bay forms a prominent enclosed bay; its flat terraces forming the platform
for the Taupō township.
The lake forms the focal point for surrounding settlements. The identification
of the lake as an outstanding feature also extents to its margins and
Motutaiko Island. Highly valued recreation resource, water quality, and sense
of place. Very high historical and cultural values.

9.2.4

The District Plan provisions which apply to OLAs remain unchanged by the
proposed Plan Change. These include:
• For structures in an OLA: District Plan Performance Standards (4b.1.1,
4b.1.2, 4b.1.3, 4b.1.4) and Rule 4b.2.7 (restricted discretionary activity);
• For earthworks in an OLA: District Plan Rule 4b.2.8 (restricted
discretionary activity).

Objectives and Policies
9.2.5

No changes are required (or proposed by the Plan Change application) to the
District Plan Objectives and policies to accommodate the proposal for which
this Plan Change application seeks to facilitate.

9.2.6

An assessment of the proposal in terms of the Plan objectives (in relation to
landscape and visual effects) is attached in Appendix 6.

9.3

Waikato Regional Policy Statement

9.3.1

The particularly relevant objectives and policies in the WRPS relating to this
Plan Change are related to planned urban growth, ecological values, and
landscape values. In relation to landscape and visual effects, these are
discussed below.

Planned urban growth
9.3.2

WRPS Objective 3.12:
“Development of the built environment (including transport and other
infrastructure) and associated land use occurs in an integrated, sustainable
and planned manner which enables positive environmental, social, cultural
and economic outcomes including by:
b)

Preserving and protecting natural character, and protecting
outstanding natural features and landscapes from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development;
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9.3.3

The WRPS states that Objective 3.12 is achieved through several policies
(that are relevant to the Whareroa North Plan Change proposal). These are
commented below in relation to the Whareroa North Plan Change proposal.

9.3.4

12.1 Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes;
Identified values and characteristics of outstanding natural features and
landscapes (including seascapes) of regional or district significance are
protected from adverse effects, arising from inappropriate subdivision, use
and development.

9.3.5

ONFL 9 coincides with the Taupo District Plan’s OLA 60. District Plan
provisions which manage effects of activities in OLA’s (and in particular
resource consent requirements around structures and earthworks in OLAs)
remain unchanged as a result of the Plan Change sought. The Whareroa
North proposal (which no longer includes house sites set in OLA but does
include earthworks and possibly retaining structures associated with access)
will, in accordance with the relevant District Plan policy framework, need to
demonstrate an overall “net environmental gain” and in this way the WRPS
policy framework will also be advanced.

9.3.6

12.2 Preserve natural character;
Ensure that activities within the coastal environment, wetlands, and lakes
and rivers and their margins are appropriate in relation to the level of natural
character and:
a)
b)

c)

d)

e)

9.3.7

where natural character is pristine or outstanding, activities should
avoid adverse effects on natural character;
where natural elements/influences are dominate, activities should avoid
significant adverse effects and avoid, remedy or mitigate other adverse
effects on natural character;
where man-made elements/influences are dominant, it may be
appropriate that activities result in further adverse effects on natural
character, though opportunities to remedy or mitigate adverse effects
should be considered;
promote the enhancement, restoration, and rehabilitation of the natural
character of the coastal environment, wetlands and lakes and rivers and
their margins; and
regard is given to the functional necessity of activities being located near
the coastal environment, wetlands, lakes, or rivers and their margins
where no reasonably practical alternative locations exist

The land (and proposed residential development) is set well back from the
lake and river margins and in an area of pasture land and regenerating
scrub. The location of future residential development and access is in a
mixed environment (in terms of “naturalness”) including vegetated lake and
river escarpments, farmland, and an existing settlement, and accordingly it
is considered appropriate that the proposed access road will be subject to
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resource consent processes which will ensure that minimisation and
mitigation of adverse effects on natural character will be required.
Outstanding Landscape Area

10.0

9.3.8

WRPS Objective 3.20
“The values of outstanding natural and landscapes are identified and
protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and development”

9.3.9

Map 12-10 in the WRPS identifies that the Whareroa area, which is in OLA
60 in the District Plan, is also part of the WRPS ONFL 9 (Outstanding Natural
Feature Landscape).

9.3.10

The WRPS states that Objective 3.20 is achieved through several policies that
are relevant to the Whareroa North Plan Change proposal. WRPS Policy 12.1
Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes, is relevant to this assessment.
This is commented in paragraph 9.3.5 above.

PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT (RMA)
10.1

Sections 6 and 7 of the RMA sets out some landscape, visual and amenity
matters. These are set out below.

10.2

6 Matters of national importance
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and
powers under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and
protection of natural and physical resources, shall recognise and
provide for the following matters of national importance:
(a)
the preservation of the natural character of the coastal
environment (including the coastal marine area), wetlands, and
lakes and rivers and their margins, and the protection of them from
inappropriate subdivision, use, and development;
(b)
the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from
inappropriate subdivision, use, and development;

10.3

Based on the assessment provided in this report, in my view, the proposal
recognises and provides for these matters in that the proposal is appropriate
given that:
•
the natural character of the coastal environment (including the
coastal marine area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their
margins will be preserved and the protected from inappropriate
subdivision, use, and development as the land proposed to be
rezoned is well set back from the Lake and river margins and any
adverse effects of the roading and bridge on the riparian margin of
the stream can be minimised; and
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•

11.0

the area to be rezoned to residential is not within the WRPS OLA 9
and OLA 20 and 60 and any adverse effects of the roading and
bridge on the OLAs can be minimised and will be subjected to
resource consent processes which will ensure that minimisation
and mitigation of adverse effects on natural character will be
required;

10.4

7
Other matters
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and
powers under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and protection
of natural and physical resources, shall have particular regard to—
(c)
the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values:

10.5

Based on the assessment provided in this report, in my view, the proposal
recognises and provides for the maintenance and enhancement of amenity
values in that the proposal is appropriate given that:
• the amenity values of the area will be maintained and enhanced as the
location of future residential development and access is in a mixed
environment (in terms of “naturalness”) including vegetated lake and
river escarpments, farmland, and an existing settlement, adverse effects
can be minimised, and development will be subject to resource consent
processes which will ensure that minimisation and mitigation of adverse
effects on amenity will be required.

CONCLUSION
11.1

This assessment considers whether there are potential landscape and visual
issues that are of such significance, in terms of the concept plan which is
proposed to be facilitated by changes to the District Plan, that the land should
not be rezoned, or whether addressing the range of potential landscape and
visual issues can be left to the resource consent stage.

11.2

To inform that assessment the following have been considered:
• potential landscape and visual effects that may arise as a result of the
proposed development at Whareroa North and potential methods to
avoid, remedy or mitigate those potential adverse effects;
• The resource management policy framework for considering such
landscape and visual effects;
• The relevant matters in Sections 6 and 7 of the Resource Management
Act 1991.

Residential subdivision
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11.3

As stated above, provided subdivision is in accordance with the concept plan,
the amended District Plan provisions proposed provide for residential
subdivision at Whareroa North as a Controlled Activity. The District Plan
already contains an extensive list of the matters over which Council reserves
control when considering residential subdivision. These will also apply to
residential subdivision of the re-zoned land (provided the subdivision is
consistent with the subdivision concept and staging plan) and include matters
able to manage potential landscape and visual effects which I have identified
in Section 8 above.

11.4

The amended District Plan provisions proposed by the Plan Change application
would result in any subdivision, which is not in accordance with the subdivision
concept and staging plan falling to restricted discretionary activity status
(under Rule 4a.3.3). In this case also, the potential landscape and visual effects
which I have identified in Section 8 are able to be managed by the matters
which Council has reserved itself discretion over.

Access road and bridge
11.5 The access road and bridge are within areas included on the natural values and
landscape values overlays. The district plan provisions, which apply to OLAs
remain unchanged by the proposed plan change proposal and are in my view
able to manage potential landscape and visual effects which I have identified
in Section 8 above.
Conclusion
11.6 Overall, I consider that in relation to potential landscape and visual effects
arising from implementation of the proposed Plan Change provisions:
• the proposed plan change proposal is appropriate to achieve the purpose
of the Resource Management Act 1991 (as advanced through the Taupo
District Plan and the SSSP);
• potential landscape, visual and amenity effects are not of a scale or
significance that the proposed Plan Change should be declined; and
• that the existing and proposed Plan provisions provide an appropriate
regulatory structure for the management of such effects through the
future resource consent process.

Mary Monzingo
Landscape Architect
December 2017
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PROPOSED PLAN CHANGE – WHAREROA NORTH
Assessment in terms of District Plan Objectives and Policies relating to landscape
and visual effects

Residential Environment Policy Framework (Section 3a, District Plan)
Objective 3a.2.1: The maintenance and enhancement of the character and amenity of the Residential Environment
Policy
Maintain and enhance the character and amenity of the Residential Environment by controlling the bulk, location and nature of activities, to ensure activities
3a.2.1i
are consistent with a residential scale of development, including an appropriate density and level of environmental effects.
Comment:
The existing framework of the Residential Section of the District Plan controls the bulk, location and nature of activities, to ensure activities are consistent with a residential
scale of development, including an appropriate density and level of environmental effects.
Policy
Protect the character of the District’s lake and river margins from buildings which are visually obtrusive and/or result in the loss of amenity of the foreshore
3a.2.1viii
area, by controlling the scale and location of structures.
Comment:
The area proposed to be developed for residential use is separated from the margins of Lake Taupo and Whareroa Stream by an escarpment and native vegetation and thus
residential development of the land would not result in the loss of amenity of foreshore areas.
The existing framework the Residential Section of the District Plan controls the scale of structures.
Policy
Avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects of subdivision, use and development in the residential areas on cultural, historic, landscape and natural values, as
3a.2.1ix
identified through the provision of this Plan.
Comment:
The objectives and policies relating to landscape values are not proposed to be altered by the plan change proposal.
The proposed plan change has taken into consideration the location of OLA 60 and has moved the proposed residential development to be clear of them.
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Rural Environment Policy Framework (Section 3b, District Plan)
Objective 3b.2.1: The management of the Rural Environment to maintain and enhance rural character and amenity.
Policy
Maintain and enhance the amenity and character of the Rural Environment by providing land use performance standards and subdivision rules to manage the
scale and density of development.
3b.2.1i
Avoid urban development in the Rural Environment unless through a TD2050 Structure Plan Process and associated plan change.
Policy
b.2.1ii
Maintain the open space and dispersed building character.
Policy
3b.2.1iii
Policy
Protect the District’s lakes and river margins from buildings that are visually obtrusive and/or result in a decline of the amenity of the margin area.
3b.2.1iv
Policy
Provide for a range of productive land use activities within the Rural Environment while ensuring any adverse effects are avoided, remedied or mitigated.
3b.2.1v
Policy
Avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects of subdivision, use and development of land on areas or features of cultural, historical, landscape or ecological value.
3b.2.1vi
Policy
Recognise and provide for Infrastructure and Network Utilities in the Rural Environment, while ensuring any adverse effects on or arising from them are avoided,
3b.2.1vii remedied or mitigated as far as practicable.
Policy
Recognise that the Rural Environment encompasses a range of landscape characteristics, amenity values and land use patterns and activities when considering
3a.2.1viii the appropriateness of development within the zone.
Comment:
As the Plan Change proposes to rezone the land from “Rural Environment” to “Residential Environment” the Rural Environment Objectives and Policies will not apply.

Land Development Policy Framework (Section 3e, District Plan)
Objective 3e.2.5: Ensure land development does not detract from the amenity value or qualities of the local environment.
Ensure that proposals for the subdivision and development of land assess the particular amenity values of the area including the physical characteristics of the
Policy
land and avoids, remedies or mitigates any adverse effects.
3e.2.5i
Comment:
The objectives and policies relating to land development are not proposed to be altered by the plan change proposal.
The design of the subdivision and roading would take into consideration the particular amenity values of the area including the physical characteristics of the land to
ensure any adverse effects are avoided, remedied or mitigated.
Policy
3e.2.5ii

Subdivision and subsequent development shall either maintain or enhance, but not detract from, the significance of features or areas of cultural, spiritual,
historical, landscape or natural value, (as identified through the provisions of this Plan).

Comment:
2

The proposed plan change has taken into consideration the location of SNA 062 and 60 and has moved the proposed residential development to be clear of them.
Issues regarding the road within the SNA and OLA 60 will be adequately addressed through the resource consent process.

Landscape Values Policy Framework (Section 3h, District Plan)
Objective 3h.2.1: Protect Outstanding Landscape Areas from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development which may adversely affect the Landscape Attributes.
Policy
3h.2.1i

Ensure subdivision, use, and development is located and designed in a way that protects the Landscape Attributes of Outstanding Landscape Areas.

Comment:
The objectives and policies relating to landscape values are not proposed to be altered by the plan change proposal.
The area to be developed for residential use is located outside the OLA 60.
Earthworks and possibly retaining structures associated with access will, in accordance with the relevant District Plan policy framework need to demonstrate an overall
“net environmental gain”.
Policy
3h.2.1i
i

Protect Outstanding Landscape Areas from more than minor adverse visual effects of earthworks, including more than minor visible scarring or more than minor
adverse change to the natural landform or natural feature.

Comment:
Issues relating to earthworks can be adequately dealt with through the resource consent process.
Policy
3h.2.1i
ii

Avoid the erection of built structures that will have more than minor adverse visual effects on the Landscape Attributes of Outstanding Landscape Areas, or will
result in cumulative adverse effects from increased built density.

Comment:
These issues can be adequately dealt with through the resource consent process.
Policy
3e.2.2i
v

Avoid subdivision that will result in the fragmentation of open space character leading to any cumulative adverse effects on Outstanding Landscape Areas.

Comment:
3

The land is surrounded by indigenous and planted vegetation. The land proposed to be developed for residential use is no longer particularly suitable for farming as it is
separated by farming activities by mānuka planting.
Policy
3e.2.2v

Where Significant Natural Areas are within Outstanding Landscape Areas, avoid, remedy, or mitigate more than minor adverse visual effects of Indigenous
Vegetation Clearance on the Landscape Attributes of the Outstanding Landscape Area.

Comment:
Methods to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects of vegetation are available to address indigenous vegetation clearance where the SNA is within the OLA and these
issues can be addressed through the resource consent process.
Policy
3e.2.2v
i

Remedy or mitigate potential adverse effects of subdivision, use, or development on the attributes of Outstanding Landscape Areas, giving consideration to:
a)

The suitability of the site for the proposed subdivision, use or development.

b) Recognise specific site requirements for some uses or development.
c)

The scale, location, design and nature of the subdivision, use or development, and whether it will be sympathetic with the Landscape Attributes of the
Outstanding Landscape Area.

d) The ability to remedy or mitigate significant adverse effects.
e)

The extent of any disturbance or modification to the Outstanding Landscape Area as a result of subdivision, use or development, including potential
impacts of earthworks and the ability of earthworked areas to be rehabilitated.

f)

The visual impact of Indigenous Vegetation Clearance within Significant Natural Areas on the Landscape Attributes, and the ability to revegetate cleared
areas with appropriate indigenous species.

g)

The effectiveness and appropriateness of proposed mitigation to address adverse landscape and visual effects of subdivision, use or development,
including appropriateness of mitigating vegetation to screen or soften built structures, and ongoing maintenance of mitigation planting.

Comment:
The above consideration can be applied through the design and adequately addressed through the resource consent process.
Objective 3h.2.3: Recognise and encourage the enhancement of Amenity Values within Landscape Areas in the Taupō District
Policy
3h.2.3i

Recognise and encourage subdivision, use or development that enhances Amenity Values within Landscape Areas in the Taupō District, by utilising, but not being
limited to, the following principles:
Subdivision Design
a) Subdivision design that utilises the existing landform and landscape features and aligns new allotment boundaries to natural patterns.
b) Where possible, existing vegetation is retained and protected, and vegetation patterns that reflect the natural landform are maintained.
c) Fencing styles are designed to complement the existing character of the Landscape Area.
Built Structures
d) Built structures are located and designed in a way to integrate with the Landscape Attributes.
e) Building materials utilise recessive colours and have low reflectance levels.
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f) Existing vegetation patterns are utilised to integrate buildings within the Landscape Area.
Roads
g) Roading layout is designed and located to minimise visual prominence, where possible by following topography, and minimising the number of vehicle
accesses onto roads.
h) Earthworks are located to minimise disturbance of the natural form and character of the Landscape Area, by avoiding visually prominent locations.
i) Where practical, earthworks or areas surrounding earthworks are vegetated to soften any abrupt changes in landform, or reduce visible ‘scarring’ of the
landform.
Planting
j) New tree planting and vegetation patterns reflect the existing landscape character and natural patterns of the landscape.
k) Where possible, ecological corridors and ecosystems are restored.
l) Planting is used to help integrate buildings with the Landscape Area.
Comment:
The above principles will guide the design of the subdivision, roads and planting and restrictions on aspects of build structures and any issues arising can be dealt with
through the resource consent process
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